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Abstract The need to improve software productivity and software quality has put for-

ward the research on software metrics technology and the development of software metrics tool

to support related activities. To support object-oriented software metrics practice e�ectively,

a model-based approach to object-oriented software metrics is proposed in this paper. This

approach guides the metrics users to adopt the quality metrics model to measure the object-

oriented software products. The development of the model can be achieved by using a top-down

approach. This approach explicitly proposes the conception of absolute normalization computa-

tion and relative normalization computation for a metrics model. Moreover, a generic software

metrics tool | Jade Bird Object-Oriented Metrics Tool (JBOOMT) is designed to implement

this approach. The parser-based approach adopted by the tool makes the information of the

source program accurate and complete for measurement. It supports various customizable

hierarchical metrics models and provides a exible user interface for users to manipulate the

models. It also supports absolute and relative normalization mechanisms in di�erent situations.

Keywords software metrics, object-oriented metrics, software quality model, software

reuse

1 Introduction

Focus on software quality control has spurred the object-oriented approach to software development

and increased the demand for software metrics. Object-oriented metrics is an integral part of object

technology and plays an important role in software development. With the maturation of object-

oriented concepts and methods, object-oriented programming languages have been used more and

more widely. However, the theories, techniques and tools of object-oriented software metrics are still

under developing. The research on object-oriented software metrics has been one of the focuses on

software metrics. Generally, object-oriented software metrics needs to solve the following problems:

What is the procedure of the measurement of the object-oriented software products? How to design

and implement a metrics tool to support the activities of the object-oriented metrics e�ectively? How

to apply the object-oriented metrics technology in the software development process, especially in the

component-based software development process?

So far, these problems have not been solved satisfactorily. The attributes of software can be divided

into internal and external ones. Internal attributes typically describe structural complexity, such as

the size of software, complexity of control ow, inter-component coupling, etc. Generally, they are

clearly de�ned and can be measured objectively. External attributes typically represent those exterior

factors related with people and environment, such as complexity, maintainability, readability, etc.

Generally, only the metrics of external attributes can really provide the reliable information required

by people, which predict the behaviors of software development. However, the external attributes

often lack explicit de�nition, and cannot be measured directly and objectively. Therefore, it is a

feasible way to obtain the values of external attributes by indirectly measuring the internal attributes.
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One of the tasks of metrics research is to formulate the rational relation between external and internal

attributes, which is also called the metrics model or quality model.

As early as in 1977 and 1978, McCall quality model[1] and Boehm quality model[2] were proposed

respectively. In recent years, ISO 9126 model has been proposed[3]. It improves the McCall model and

de�nes six factors but does not elaborate on criteria and metrics layers. REBOOTmodel[4] is composed

of one quality model and one reusability model, which give detailed de�nition and description for each

layer. However, although the research on software quality models has been carried out for a long time,

there has not been a common quality model yet which can be accepted widely. There are several

reasons. The dominant one is that the external attributes of software lack explicit and detailed

de�nition and the various existing de�nitions for them are not united. In addition, the associations

between internal and external attributes are hard to validate theoretically, for there exists no common

veri�cation principle to judge whether the models are reasonable or not. Many software metrics

researchers validate and analyze the proposed metrics models only according to some veri�cation

principles they are concerned about.

According to various metrics domains and metrics users, the attributes and their association in-

volved in the metrics models should be adapted accordingly. By validating empirically the metrics

models in practice, metrics users can adjust and improve the models, making them ful�l the require-

ments in speci�c domains and for speci�c users. Therefore, an e�ective approach suitable for this

measurement process is greatly wanted to facilitate users to perform the metrics activities. We pro-

pose a model-based approach to object-oriented software metrics. This approach clearly de�nes the

activities and procedure of the measurement process. It explicitly proposes the conception of absolute

normalization computation and relative normalization computation for metrics model, which can be

applied to di�erent situations respectively.

Moreover, we have developed a generic software metrics tool | Jade Bird Object-Oriented Metrics

Tool (JBOOMT) to implement this approach. This tool adopts parser-based approach to analyze

the source code, thus providing an accurate and complete source for metrics collection. Due to its

generic characteristic, the tool provides a exible user interface for metrics users to �lter and tune

in calculating and reviewing the metrics data. Users can customize the metrics model based on

the speci�c requirements of a measurement task in hand. Therefore the tool can e�ectively support

customizing, browsing and comparing the hierarchical metrics models.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the model-based approach to object-

oriented software metrics. Section 3 presents an overview of JBOOMT and the generic characteristics

of each layer in JBOOMT architecture. Section 4 discusses the application of this approach to Jade

Bird Component Library and Domain Engineering and compares these two ways of applications.

Section 5 presents an example to demonstrate this approach. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 The Proposed Approach to Object-Oriented Software Metrics

2.1 Steps in the Approach

In order to assist people to measure the quality of object-oriented software products e�ectively, a

model-based approach is proposed as illustrated in Fig.1.

There are �ve steps in this approach:

(1) Selecting the measured entities. The measured entities are classi�ed into system, class, and method

according to their scopes.

(2) Constructing the model. According to the top-bottom development process, the metric models are

constructed for selected entities.

(3) Computing the model. In order to make di�erent metrics methods �t together to derive the values of

the associated high-level quality criteria, it is necessary to normalize the metrics values. The normalization

can be classi�ed into absolute and relative normalization.

(4) Validating and comparing the model. By comparing the indirect metrics values of the model and

direct metrics values of the high-level quality attributes in the model, users can validate the e�ectiveness of

the model. Moreover, users can compare the values of di�erent models to choose and improve the models.
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(5) Improving and using the model. The models are validated and improved iteratively in practice. They

are continually improved by utilizing the feedback information in use.

Fig.1. Summary illustration of the measurement process.

2.2 Selecting the Measured Entities

Currently most quality metrics models do not explicitly specify the scope level of the measured

entity, failing to di�erentiate the entities of method, class or project level. They mix the metrics of

di�erent level entities in the same metrics model, which makes the implementation and computation

of the model diÆcult.

It is necessary to distinguish di�erent metrics speci�ed for di�erent entity levels and construct

di�erent level models for these metrics. Indeed it is possible that some metrics values of the higher

level entities can be derived by averaging those for lower level entities which comprise them. For

example, the method complexity metrics of certain class can be obtained by averaging the complexity

metrics of those methods in this class. Similarly, the method complexity metrics of certain system

equals the average value of the method complexity metrics of those classes in this system.

However, it is still required to distinguish the metrics models at di�erent entity levels, because

some metrics types are only meaningful for certain level entity and the higher level entities generally

possess the metrics types which have no corresponding ones at the lower levels. For instance, the

hierarchy depth metrics at the class level do not exist at the method level. Therefore, during the �rst

phase of the measurement process, the measured entities have to be speci�ed. Our approach mainly

focuses on the measurement of entities of object-oriented software products, which are classi�ed as

method, class and system.

2.3 Constructing the Model

Generally, the most popular quality metrics models are hierarchical. In this type of models, the

values of the higher level nodes can be acquired by computing those values of the lower level nodes

which are associated with them. Only the nodes of metrics type at the bottom of the models are

directly computed from the information in the source code.

We propose the following steps for top-down model development:

(1) Specifying the normalization type of the model: relative or absolute normalization.
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(2) Specifying the integral software quality attributes concerned by speci�c metrics users as the top layer

of the model, such as quality, reusability, etc.

(3) Including those quality factors which inuence the quality attributes into the model as the second

layer.

(4) Assigning the weight values to the association between the quality attributes and quality factors

according to the extent that the quality factors are concerned and emphasized by metrics users. Generally

these weight values are positive.

(5) Specifying those quality criteria that inuence the quality factors and reect the internal structural

attributes.

(6) Assigning the inuence weight values to the association between quality factors and quality criteria

based on experience, rationales and empirical study. If the model is an absolute normalization type, the weight

values are positive. If it is a relative normalization type, the weight values assigned to them are positive when

the inuences of quality criteria on quality factors are positive. An example is that the weight value between

modularity and adaptability is positive. When the inuences are negative, the weight values are also negative.

For example, the weight value between structure complexity and understandability is negative.

(7) Specifying those metrics methods which have impacts on the quality criteria.

(8) Assigning the inuence weight values to the association between quality criteria and metrics methods

according to experience, rationales and empirical study. These weight values are generally positive.

As shown in the above steps, the quality attributes, factors and their associations at the higher

levels of the model are greatly inuenced by the subjective inclination of the metrics users and are

therefore easy to change. However, the bottom level associated with the speci�c quality factors are

speci�ed based on some experience, rationales and empirical study acknowledged by software academia

and industry. They are relatively �xed.

2.4 Computing the Model

Unlike the model development, the computation of the model is bottom-up. First the software

products are analyzed and the program information is attained. Then according to the association

between layers and the weight values assigned to them, the values of the entities at the higher level

of the model can be computed bottom-up layer by layer.

During the weighted computation process, the normalization problem should be solved. It is

unreasonable or meaningless to add the values of di�erent types of metrics together directly because

they have di�erent metrics value domains. For example, the line of code for a class might be 50 and

the number of its subclass might be 5. Before these two metrics values are normalized into the values

with the common reference domain, they cannot be combined or added together.

There are two ways of normalizing the measured values. One is absolute normalization by which the

measured values can be normalized according to some prede�ned empirical reference values. REBOOT

metrics models adopt this type of normalization[4]. The value of each item in the model should be

normalized so that it will yield a value within certain scope, such as between 0 to 1. A value close to 0

indicates that the measured characteristic may cause problems, while a value close to 1 indicates that

the corresponding characteristic is kept inside its limits. Absolute normalization should be performed

before adding the metrics values at the bottom level in the model to calculate items at the higher

level.

To implement this normalization, a set of threshold values or parameter values should be de�ned in

advance so that the measured values can be normalized to yield values ranging from 0 to 1 according

to the following three speci�ed types of metrics[4].

1) Upper limit metrics which is characterized by a break-o� value a and a 50% limit b. When the

measured value m reach the break-o� value a, the normalized value M will start to decrease. For

instance, the inheritance depth of class and McCabe's cyclomatic number fall into this type. From

the qualitative perspective, the lower the measured value is, the better the quality of the evaluated

object is and it means that the normalized value is much closer to value 1. Fig.2 shows the relation

between the computed metrics M and the measured software measurement m.
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The formula for this type of metrics is described as

M(m) =
1

1 + ex�(m�y)

In this formula, the parameters x and y can be calculated from these two relations: M(a) = 0:99

and M(a+ b) = 0:5. In this case, it is necessary to demarcate the thresholds of a and b according to

the speci�c metrics.

2) Optimum value metrics which is characterized by center value a and 50% limits at a + b and

a� b. While concerning quality, when the measured value is too small or too large, the quality of the

object under discussion is not good enough. A measured value around a is viewed as an ideal value.

Some examples in this case are the average member function size measured by LOC per member

function and relative number of comments in a method. Fig.3 illustrates the relation between the

computed metrics M and the measured software measurement m.

The formula for this second type of metric is de�ned as

M(m) = e
�x�(m�a)z

The parameter z speci�es the squareness of the graph. And parameter x also can be calculated

from these two equations: M(a + b) = 0:5 and M(a � b) = 0:5. Similarly, the thresholds of a and b

should also be demarcated according to the speci�c metrics.

3) Linear dependency metrics which is characterized by the intercept b of the measured value m

coordinate. It is a simpler type of metrics whose typical examples are the inheritance generality and

the relative number of system-dependent code lines. The formula for this type of metrics is simply

de�ned as M(m) = 1�m=b. Fig.4 illustrates the relation between the computed metrics M and the

measured software measurement m.

Fig.2. Upper limit metrics. Fig.3. Optimum value metrics. Fig.4. Linear dependency metrics.

The quantitative and qualitative evaluation process of the speci�c metrics value is performed

during the absolute normalization. When calculating the values of the higher level items, the weight

values assigned to association only reect the extent of the inuence of the lower level items on higher

level items without caring whether these inuences are positive or negative. Therefore, in the absolute

normalization type of model, all the weight values are positive.

According to the above three types of formula and parameters, the metrics values in the metrics

layer can be normalized to a normalized value between 0 and 1. And then the values of the higher level

items in the model can be derived from the weighted sum of the values of those items associated with

it. However, in practice, it is hard to de�ne a set of �xed threshold parameters for each type of metrics.

For instance, it is hard to decide how many classes in a project would be best, for these threshold

parameters are a�ected by the domain of the measured entities and the subjective experience of the

metrics users. Moreover, it is possible that certain metrics associate with several quality criteria

and the inuences of this metrics on them may be inconsistent, even reverse. It is not reasonable

to decide the inuences of metrics values on the associated quality criteria before investigating the

criteria. For example, the increase of the design size may decrease the understandability, but increase

the reusability. Therefore it is necessary to decide the inuences of the speci�c metrics on those

associated quality criteria respectively, not as a whole.

In addition, usually the value of the metrics is not an absolute but a relative quantity. Since

there exists no common metrics unit in software metrics �eld, for most types of metrics, it is hard
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to �nd an absolute reference point as the common �xed reference point for the measured entities.

It is hard to specify the zero scale as the baseline to measure the software like a physical gauge.

The absolute normalization of certain metrics is to consider certain aspects of the measured entity's

attributes, referring to the absolute reference point, the values in the threshold parameter sets, and

then normalize the metrics values to the evaluation extent values of good or bad. These extent values

are combined and yield values of the higher level external attributes.

The other normalization type is relative normalization. QMOOD model adopts the relative

normalization[5]. While performing the relative normalization, generally a group of measured en-

tities are evaluated, and one of them is set as the compared baseline entity. The metrics values in the

bottom layer of the model for this baseline entity are compared by the corresponding values of other

entities in this group. Relative normalization is to divide the metrics values in the bottom layer of

the model by the corresponding values of the baseline entity. In fact, the relative normalized value

is a ratio value. After each metrics value has been normalized to a ratio value, the values of items

at the higher level of the model can be calculated by weighted sum of the values of the lower level

associated items. The inuences of metrics on quality criteria and of the quality criteria on quality

factors are reected in the weight values assigned to the associations. If the lower level item has

positive inuences on the higher level items, the weight value of the association is positive. If the

inuences are negative, the weight value is negative. The absolute value of the weight value indicates

the extent of the inuence. Therefore if the normalized values and the values of the higher level items

in the model are relatively higher, then its evaluation is relatively better. The lower, the worse.

Relative normalization also has shortcomings. First, if the metrics value of the baseline entity

is zero, then the approximation process has to be done when performing the relative normalization.

However, it is also very diÆcult to assign an approximate value to it, for the scale of di�erent metrics

types are di�erent. Moreover, during the normalization, it assumes that the relation between the

higher level quality criteria and metrics values is linear dependent. Judging from experience, it

assumes that if the values of quality criteria increase when the metrics values increase and decrease

when the metrics values decrease, the weight value assigned to their association is positive. Otherwise,

the weight value is negative. Although it avoids the diÆculty of de�ning the threshold parameters, it

does not take into account the fact that some metrics types are not linear dependency metrics, but

upper limit metrics or optimum value metrics.

Summarily, both absolute and relative normalizations have their advantages and disadvantages

respectively. Each has its appropriate situation to apply. When making comparison among sev-

eral measured entities, only those entities with similar functional requirements can be compared

meaningfully[5]. It is very diÆcult to compare the quality and reusability of those components with

di�erent functionality or in di�erent domains. Therefore, in practice, metrics users usually compare

the quality of the entities with similar functionality and set one of the entities as the baseline entity.

However, in some other situations, the measured entities may still implement di�erent functionality

and these entities are relatively independent and not comparable, or there is only one measured entity.

In these cases, it would be better to adopt the absolute normalization to compute the models.

2.5 Validating and Comparing the Model

While put into practice, metrics model can be validated empirically to provide the basis for the

improvement of the model. Direct metrics is to measure the attributes of the software products

without the necessity to measure other attributes. Indirect metrics is to measure the attributes of the

software products by measuring one or more other attributes. Software products possess external and

internal attributes and a metrics model exhibits a form of reasonable association between external

and internal attributes.

The computation of the model is to measure the value of the external attributes (the top quality

attributes layer) indirectly by measuring the internal attributes (the bottom metrics layer). Generally

speaking, this measurement is objective and does not alter with di�erent metrics users. At the same

time, in order to validate the model, metrics users can directly measure the quality attributes at the

top level of the model by grading the quality attributes after analyzing the software products. This
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is the subjective measurement. In order to reduce the subjective error, the software product can be

evaluated by several metrics users and these subjective metrics values can be averaged to yield the

average direct metrics value. Finally, the eÆciency of the model can be validated by comparing the

di�erence between the direct metrics value and indirect metrics value.

As the metrics model develops, the model developer needs to select several candidate models

for comparison and �nally decide on the adopted model according to the result of validation and

comparison. Moreover, when adjusting the metrics model, it is also necessary to compare the result

values of the models before and after the adjustment to validate the e�ect of the adaptation.

2.6 Improving and Using the Model

Before the models are put into practice widely, they need to be validated and improved repeatedly

till they meet the requirements of the users satisfactorily. The validated models can be used by

software engineers, project managers, researchers and other interested people to evaluate the quality

of object-oriented software products. While these models are being used, some feedback information

and data can be collected and used as the basis for further improvement.

3 JBOOMT | A Metrics Tool Supporting the Approach

Jade Bird Object-Oriented Metrics Tool (JBOOMT) is designed and developed to implement the

above model-based approach to assess the quality of object-oriented software. The tool makes it easy

for the hierarchical layered metrics models to be constructed, calculated and presented.

As shown in Fig.5, the metrics measurement consists of four phases: constructing, analyzing,

calculating and displaying. Correspondingly, the tool is divided into four parts.

Fig.5. The workow of JBOOMT.

In the constructing phase, metrics users customize the metrics model based on the implemented

metrics or adapt the template model stored in the template model database.

In the analyzing phase, the analysis front end analyzes source code, extracts program information

and stores it in the program information database through the database server[6]. A front end which

includes both the interface and implementation part of the program is developed to analyze the source

code syntactically and semantically.

In the calculating phase, after users select some models in the model database, all the values of

the model are calculated from the information database and then are stored in the metrics model

database. In the tool, the model database is used to store the de�nition of the hierarchical models

and the result values of the calculated hierarchical model.

In the displaying phase, the display part loads the metrics data from the metrics model database

and provides visual presentation such as chart, graph or illustration to display the metrics results.

Major parts and layered architecture of JBOOMT is illustrated in Fig.6. JBOOMT is composed

of four layers: the analysis layer, the construction layer, the calculation layer and the representation
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layer. Each layer has some attractive characteristics so that users can tailor the metrics model in

practice. The generic characteristics are especially helpful. The tool provides a �ner user control and

a exible way to manipulate. Metrics users can customize the metrics model in the tool actively as they

wish, rather than passively use the �xed models built in the tool. Each layer and its characteristics

are explained as follows.

� Analysis Layer C++ Parser

JBOOMT adopts the parser-based approach to analyze C++ program source code based on the

compiler technology. As is shown in the top part of Fig.6, the front end of tool analyzes C++ programs

statically in the way of incremental parsing, extracts program information according to a conceptual

model formed with Enhanced Entity Relationship model, and stores the information through the

database server in a relational database | program information database. The front end only needs

to know the exact syntax of the C++ language, which means that when the target language changes,

it only a�ects the front end.

Fig.6. Layered architecture of JBOOMT.

� Construction Layer | Model Constructor

In the construction layer, metrics users can construct their hierarchical metrics models based on

the implemented metrics from the scratch or by adapting existing models stored in the template model

table. The bottom level of the model can be selected from a list of implemented metrics de�ned in

the metrics type table. After users have �nished constructing the desirable metrics model, the tool

will save its speci�cation in the metrics model database.

The metrics models are classi�ed as method, class and system level metrics model based on the

scope of the measured object. Each model is organized as a hierarchical diagram. The value of an

upper level node is calculated based on the lower level node. The values of the bottom metrics level

can be calculated from the information of the source code directly. An example of a metrics model

shown in JBOOMT is illustrated in Fig.7. This model is a project level metrics model.

� Calculation Layer | Model Calculator

In this layer, according to the de�nition of the bottom level metrics of the speci�ed model, the

calculation part calculates the statistical values of an external node from the program information

database by using the SQL language statement. After the measured values are attained, they should be

normalized for comparison and computation together with other nodes. The parameters for absolute

normalization such as the metrics type, \a" value and \b" value should be stored in the metrics type
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table. JBOOMT can normalize the measured values to normalized values between 0 and 1 according

to the formula of the speci�ed type and parameter values. The other way of normalizing the measured

value is relative normalization, which is to divide the measured values by the pre-set criterion of the

measured metrics values of a reference object. Therefore the criterion of compared metrics values

should be stored in the database in advance. The normalized value can be obtained as the measured

value is divided by the pre-set compared value.

Fig.7. An example of metrics model showed in JBOOMT.

� Presentation Layer { Model Presenter

The values of each node in the hierarchical model can be displayed to metrics user. At the same

time, the user can tailor the thresholds and default values of the metrics easily through the exible

user interface. The tool presents the results from di�erent perspectives to facilitate the assessment of

the program. To display the metrics values of the model e�ectively, the tool adopts tree diagram as

the main representation form of metrics model.

4 Reusable Component Extraction Using the Approach

4.1 Applying JBOOMT in the Jade Bird System

As a software development environment which supports reuse, Jade Bird system is mainly to

support the industrialization of software production based on component-architecture reuse and its

kernel is a component library system | JBCL. The goal of JBCL is to describe, organize, store,

manage and retrieve components to ful�l the requirements of a component-based reuse process. The

JB Component Library Data Model is developed from the JB component model. Cooperating with

other CASE tools, JBCL can support description (in JB Component Description Language | JB-

CDL), classi�cation, storage, and retrieval of components[7].

The management process of JBCL is indicated in Fig.8.

The reusable components in JB Component Library can be acquired by purposively development

based on domain engineering, or by extraction from existing systems and the succedent reengineering.

Of course, they may be purchased directly from a commercial software organization too. Before

classifying and describing components, JBCL must qualify them to ensure that they have reached

certain quali�cation standards. Only then can they be stored in JB Component Library. Users ask

JB Component Library for components with JB Retrieval Tool and then composes them for new

applications if these components meet the requirements. Before composing, some adaptation needs

to be made if necessary.

There are several activities in the management process of JBCL to be assisted by JBOOMT. In

the left part of Fig.8, Jade Bird Program Understanding Tool (JBPUS) together with JBOOMT can

be used to aid user to understand the legacy systems.

Most importantly, the component extraction process involves identifying and qualifying reusable

software in existing systems. A reusability metrics model can be formulated and then supported by

JBOOMT. In this case, the type of normalization is set as absolute normalization. In this process,

JBOOMT identi�es those components such as classes from a large volume of source code whose

metrics values of reusability model reach some speci�c threshold values. In this set of candidate
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components, users can utilize Jade Bird Reverse Engineering Tool (JBRET) to assist to reengineer the

components. After the adaptation and improvement of the selected components in the reengineering

process, components should be quali�ed before being inserted into the component library. And during

the inserting process, the metrics information associated with the components may also be stored in

the component library. This information can provide some valuable reference for users to decide which

components can be retrieved when they are searching some candidate components. The quali�cation

process also provides some feedback information to component extraction process to re�ne and improve

the reusability metrics model.

Fig.8. Management process of JBCL.

4.2 Applying JBOOMT in the Process of Domain Engineering

The objective of the domain implementation phase in domain engineering is to develop and organize

the reusable information according to the domain model and Domain Speci�c Software Architecture

(DSSA)[8]. This reusable information, which describes reusable components, can be obtained from

legacy systems. One way to organize these reusable components is to insert them into the Jade Bird

Component Library.

Reusable components should be engineered and designed to �t the domain model and DSSA.

DSSA speci�es the requirements of reusable components. In the process of domain implementation,

it is generally required to design and code according to this requirement to produce the reusable

components at the implementation level.

On the other hand, extracting the reusable components from existing systems is an e�ective way

to acquire the domain components. According to the requirements of one speci�c component in

DSSA, with the aid of Jade Bird Program Understanding System (JBPUS), domain experts can

locate several candidate components, which have satis�ed these requirements in several similar existing

systems. Then JBOOMT is used to evaluate the reusability of these components according to the

reusability metrics model customized by users. In this case, the way of normalization is set as relative

normalization. Users can set one of these candidate components as the reference object. According to

the result of evaluation in JBOOMT, users can select those components, which have most desirable

results of the metrics model, to �t DSSA and then store them in Jade Bird Component Library.

4.3 Comparing Two Ways of Application of JBOOMT in CBSD Environment

In the above ways of applying JBOOMT to component-based software development environment,

the objective of JBOOMT application to component library system is to identify the potential reusable

components from a large group of components with di�erent requirements or functions by using the
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absolute-normalized reusability metrics model in JBOOMT. It is usually hard to select a common

reference object in a whole legacy system, so we have to adopt absolute normalization, although it is

not satisfactory to derive a standard set of parameters for each metrics in the model.

However, it is necessary that any comparison among the metrics values of the quality attributes be

done only among objects that have been developed to meet similar requirements and perform similar

functions[5]. The objective of JBOOMT application to domain engineering is to identify the potential

reusable components from a relatively small group of components with similar requirements and

functions using the relative-normalized reusability metrics model in JBOOMT. The way of application

also follows the principle mentioned above.

In both ways, when the selected components are inserted into component library, the reusability

and quality metrics values of these components obtained from JBOOMT can also be stored in the

Jade Bird Component Library to provide valuable information for the retrieval of components from

component library.

5 Example

During the evolution process of JBOOMT, its database access interface component has been reengi-

neered. We use the database access interface components before and after reengineering as the sample

code which needs to be measured. Because these two components perform the same function, and

only di�er in implementation structure and details for some optimizations, the evaluation results of

these two measured entities are comparable. To simplify the illustration, we call the component before

reengineering the old system and the component after reengineering the new system.

JBOOMT facilitates users to create the model top-down. Users can �rst create the top node for

the model and then create the child nodes for the existing nodes. By doing so, users can create the

child nodes layer by layer till the nodes down to the bottom. Each node is classi�ed as a metrics

node or non-metrics node. Each internal node in the model is a non-metrics node whose value is

calculated from the weighted values of those child nodes associated with this non-metrics node. And

each external node or leaf node is a metrics node which is speci�ed by certain metrics such as Line of

Code or Number of Class, etc. And its value can be directly computed from the program information

database which stores the program information extracted from source codes.

The other way to create the model is to reuse the template model stored in the template model

database. After the template model has been loaded from the database, users can adapt it to a

desirable one. Moreover, any metrics model can also be saved as a template model for future use.

In this example, we adopt two kinds of metrics models adapted from the QMOOD model[5]. One

is the absolute metrics model and the other is the relative metrics model. Fig.9 shows the result of

the absolute normalization model for the old system.

Fig.9. The result of the absolute normalization model for the old system.

For the new system, we also create the same metrics model for it. Fig.10 shows the result of the
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absolute normalization model for the new system.

Fig.10. The result of the absolute normalization model for the new system.

The old system has been reengineered to produce the new system whose quality attributes have

been improved. The metrics results of the two systems accord with the expectation. We construct

another relative normalization metrics model with the old system as the comparison basis. The result

is shown in Fig.11.

Fig.11. The result of the relative normalization model for the new system relative to the old system.

In this model, the baseline value of \Understandability" quality attribute is �1. Because the new

system reduces the number of classes and association relationship, the new system becomes simpler

and easier to understand. The result shows that the \Understandability" metrics value rises from �1

to about �0:877, which is consistent with the expectation.

6 Conclusion

In order to measure the quality attributes of the software products e�ectively, we propose a model-

based approach to object-oriented software metrics. In this approach, users are guided to perform

the measurement task according to �ve steps: the selection of the measured entities, the construction

of the model, the normalization and computation of the model, the validation and comparison of

the model, the improvement and application of the model. This approach proposes the top-down

process to develop the metrics model and clari�es the absolute and relative normalization, which can

be applied to speci�c situations respectively.

To implement this approach, we have designed an automated generic object-oriented metrics tool

JBOOMT to support hierarchical models for the assessment of object-oriented software quality. The

parser-based program analysis approach adopted by JBOOMT makes it possible for users to obtain
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the comprehensive and accurate program information to calculate metrics results. JBOOMT has been

applied to the Jade Bird System and Jade Bird Domain Engineering method to support the software

reuse in software development.

In the future, JBOOMT will be extended to support some other object-oriented languages such as

Java. Moreover, it is also necessary to formulate some more appropriate metrics models for components

in the component library and also some reusability metrics models which can be used to extract

reusable components through the model-based approach. In addition, a lot of case studies should be

done to validate and improve the correctness and usability of these metrics models. At the same time,

the functionality of JBOOMT could be further enhanced.
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